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Hannah Gatlin
Artist Talk - 2021 Stander Symposium
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Background
Information
-23 years old
-Born in South Carolina, moved
to Dayton at age 12
-Senior Major of Fine Arts
-Been drawing and painting my
whole life

-Already interested
with the figure by
this time
-Form, flow of the
body, reflections off
the water

Floating, 2018, Oil on wood panel

Identity and Self-Image
-Found myself in a loop of self portraits
-Started to look at myself in a different
light (struggle with self-image, bodyimage, confidence)
-Growing up comparing myself to 2000's
body types (Hilary Duff, Lindsay Lohan,
Miley Cyrus, Victoria Secret models etc.)
-Inner look at myself, studying my
features, putting myself in a vulnerable
place
-Hand reaching out for help? To join?
Wanted that mystery
Self Portrait, 2019, Oil on canvas
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Identity and Self-Image cont.
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Began to start documenting myself with my
imperfections as I saw them
Full portrait did not showcase how I saw
myself at the time (frustrated with staring
at myself)

Insecurities, 2019, Mixed Media

Therapeutic for me (no worries about
the outcome, ripping the finished
pieces)
First time using mixed media and
it was very freeing

Think of Bodies Like You Think of Flowers

Women in Media
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Instagram "baddie"
Flat stomach, big butt, wide hips
and tiny waist, perky boobs, big
lips, perfect tan etc.
Generation of young girls affected
Unattainable for most
Very little representation for any
other body type
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Victoria Secret's "Plus Size" Model

- Canvas is a square to emulate
the Instagram photo size
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- Used acrylic paint for a more
graphic and painterly feel
-Bold colors to represent
women's power (to stand out,
proud, unapologetic)
-Stretch marks are important for
me to showcase as beautiful

Pink Beauty, 2020, Acrylic on canvas

-Showing rolls (taught to hide
those)

- Using darker oranges/reds to
represent black women (pioneered
Body Positive Movement : Lizzo,
Beyonce)
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- Showcasing "bad" posture
- Faces aren't shown to give the female
body spotlight (represent all women)
- Wanted to have shape and boldness

Beauty Marks, 2020, Acrylic on canvas

- While painting I focused on the
negative space as well (the shapes
they make)
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- Full body to get a full picture of the
moment
- Even more graphic style to find
shapes in the body
- No eyes or identifying features so
that every woman can see themselves
- Black background so bright colors
will pop

Confident, 2020, Acrylic on canvas

- My favorite because of the position
and shape of the body

- Used my body as reference, to put
myself in the position to feel beautiful
too
- Did not use my face so that it was not
a self portrait
- Similar style
- Want women to see the "flaws" they
think they have as beautiful and
natural (see outside of themselves)
In Our Skin, 2020, Acrylic on canvas

In the Future ...
- Have my own shop
(sell prints, original pieces, other merchandise items)
- Have my own studio (in my house, or somewhere
else)
-Find a job with an art related company
-Continue my artwork in this area, expand on the idea,
paint bigger and bigger

Thank you!
If you have any questions :
gatlinhannah@gmail.com

